
 

Reliable Performance Portable Mobile Impact Crusher Plant With
Best Price

MITNIK PORTABLE MOBILE IMPACT CRUSHER PLANT BY CHINA
MANIFACTURER 

MITNIK Mobile Impact crusher Plant is usually used in the site where you should change working site
often, particularly when you process stones found in high way, railway etc. This mobile impact
crushers are used for soft to medium-hard natural stone and for the reprocessing of residual
construction materials.

Thus, the Mobile impact crusher Plant must be designed especially for clients according to different
materials, scale and dependence on the ultimate products. Impact crusher Series Mobile Crusher
Plant may be applied on the market of metallurgy, chemical, building materials, water power station
.The integration unit is straightforward for installation and maintenance . This makes the whole
portable Crusher Plant consider the options that come with longer working some time and higher
durability.This series Mobile Crusher Plant incorporates every one of the crushing plants ,for example
Impact crusher , Vibrating Feeder , Vibrating screen, belt conveyor , etc.

Mobile Impact Crusher Information:

【Type】:Impact Crusher
【Capacity】:30-250 T/h
【Feed Size】:0-700mm
【Application】: Iron ore, copper ore, gold ore, manganese ore, limestone, granite, basalt, andesite,
quartz, silica, gypsum, volcanic rock, marble, river stone, gravel, coal etc. Primary coarse & medium
crusher in mining, quarry, mixing and batching plant, road and building construction, highway,
railway and subway, and water conservancy.
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Mobile Impact Crusher Machine Features:

1. Flexible convenient and versatile. It can save a lot of infrastructure and removal cost.
2. Reasonable compact space layout greatly reduces the the occupied space of the equipment in the
field.
3. Crushing materials in working site immediately and moving with the mining surface of raw
materials greatly reduce the material transportation cost.
4. The equipment chassis is high and the turning radius is small make it easy to travel on ordinary
road and the rugged road.
5. It can use external power supply as well as high reliability diesel generator.
6. The technology for crushing and screening equipment is mature structure is compact and
performance is stable.
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Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1792
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